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Destruction or depopulation of cities in Pausanias
Nikopolis, Aetolia, and Epirus

Jacob Isager

The Augustan author Strabon describes the effect
of the foundation of a City of Victory close to the
site of the battle of Actium in 31 bc in the follow

ing manner:

In later times, however, the Macedonians

and the Romans, by their continuous wars,
so completely reduced both this [the city of
Ambracia] and the other Epeirote cities be
cause of their disobedience that finally Au
gustus seeing that the cities had utterly failed
(eKAeAeiuevag), settled what inhabitants were

left, in one city together - the city on this
gulf which was named by him Nicopolis,
and he so named it after the victory he won
in the naval battle before the mouth of the

gulf over Antonius and Cleopatra the queen
of the Egyptians, who was also present at the
fight. Nicopolis is populous (£uav6Q£l), and its
numbers are increasing daily...1 (Transl. H.L.
Jones, Loeb ed.)

Here Strabon presents to the reader a process,
where he contrasts the concept of ekAeiajjic; (being
extinct) and the concept of £uav5oia (being pop
ulous). Augustus, seeing that the cities had failed
to live up to their status as poleis with prosperous
hinterlands,2 restored the landscape of Epirus to its
former glory by creating a new and more devel
oped model of urbanization. And Strabon goes on
telling us about the positive effects of the synoecisni
on the smaller settlements in the area.

Shortly after the middle of the 2nd century ad Paus
anias gives his version of the synoecisni, which he
presents in four different passages.3

1.

5.23.3: Of these cities the following are at
the present day uninhabited (f]oav £cj)'r]ucjv
eqiiuoi): Mycenae and Tiryns were destroyed
by the Argives (£y£vovxo U7i6 Aqyelgjv
dvdcrxaxoi) after the Persian Wars. The Am-
braciots and Anactorians, colonists of Cor

inth, were taken away by the Roman em
peror to help found Nicopolis near Actium.
The Potidaeans twice suffered removal from

their city (dvaaxdxouc; £K xf]c, orb£X£Qac;...
y£V£a9ai), once at the hands of Philip, the
son of Amyntas, and once before this at the
hands of the Athenians. Afterwards, however,
Cassander restored the Potidaeans to their

homes...

Touxcov xdjv Ti6A£a)V xoo~aio£ f\oav Ecb'rjuxov
£quuoi. MuKnvaloi u£v KaL TiquvGioi xd)v
Mr)6lKC0V UOX£QOV £y£VOVXO UTTO Aqyelcov
dvdaxaxoi. Au(3oaKicoxag bt KaL AvaKxooiouc;
drtOLKOuc; KoQivGLarv ovxag £TTnydy£xo
6 Pcouaiarv (3aaiA£ix; ec, NikotcoAeox;
auvoiKiauov ttqoc; xcp Akxlo). Iioxukudxac; bk
bic, uiv £7t£Aa[3£v dvaoxdxouc; £K xf]Q ac|)£X£-
qolc, U7i6 OiAltittou x£ y£V£oQ(xi xou Auuvxou
KaL 7iqox£qov £xl utio AGnvaiarv, XQovcP &£
i)ax£Qov Kdaaavbooc; Kaxrjy^Y6 H^v noxi6ai-
aTac, £7ii xd OLK£la...

1Strab. 7.7.6 [C 325].
2For this interpretation of the passage see Isager 2001, 23.
3 My interpretation of the four passages from Pausanias and
my demonstration of some mistranslations of the Greek text
lead up to further discussions of the translations of concepts
of depopulation found in the Greek text of Pausanias. The
translation by W.H.S.Jones from the widely used Loeb edition
is given here, followed by the Greek text.
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7.18.8: On the acropolis of Patrae is a sanctu
ary of Artemis Laphria. The surname of the
goddess is a foreign one, and her image too
was brought in from elsewhere. For after Ca-
lydon with the rest of Aetolia had been laid
waste (£Qr)ua)6£LOT]<;) by the Emperor Augus
tus in order that the Aetolian people might
be incorporated into Nicopolis above Actium,
the people of Patrae thus secured the image
of Laphria. Most of the images out of Aetolia
and from Acarnania were brought by Augus
tus' order to Nicopolis, but to Patrae he gave
with other spoils from Calydon, the image of
Laphria, which even in my time was still wor
shipped at the acropolis of Patrae.

riaxQEUor bk ev aKQa xrj ttoAel AacboLac; Leqov
ectxlv Aqx£ui5o<;, £,evlkov \ikv xrj 0£<i> xo ovoLia,
EcrnyuEvov bk £X£QCd0£v KaL xo dyaAua.
KaAu5d)voc; yap KaL ALxoALag tv\c, dAAnc; utto
Auyouaxou |3aorA£<T>c; EQnucoOELcrnc; 6td xo kc,
xf]V NlkotioAlv xf]v utteq xou Akxlou quvolkl-
CeoQaiKaL xo AlxcoAlkov, ouxcoxo dyaAua xfjg
AacboLac; oL IiaxQEic; ko%ov. cooavxcoc, bk KaL
oaa dAAa dydA|aaxa ek xe ALxcoALag KaL naqa
AKaovdvcov, xd uev TtoAAd kc, xf]v NlkotioAlv
KouLaOf|vaL, riaxQEUOL bk 6 Auyouaxoc; dAAa
xe xcbv ek KaAubcbvogAacbuoarv KaL br\ KaL xfjc;
AacboLac; IbcJKE xo dyaAua, 6 6rj KaL kc, k\ik exl
ev tv] aKQOTioAEL xr] llaxQECOV £LX£ XLudg.

3.

8.24.11: That the Echinades islands have not

been made inland as yet by the Achelous is
due to the Aetolian people, who have been
driven from their homes (...yEyovaatSE auxoL
xe dvdaxaxoL) and all their land has been laid
waste (KaL rj yfj orblot naoa f]of|u<x)xaL). Ac
cordingly, as Aetolia remains untitled, the
Achelous does not bring as much mud upon
the Echinades as it otherwise would do.

Tdc; bk ExLvdbag vf|aouq utto xou AxeAwou
[if] orbdg f]Ti£LQOV dxQL rjucov aTiELcrydaGai
y£yov£ 5f] alxia xo ALxcoAcov kQvoc,, yEyovaaL
5e auxoi xe dvdaxaxoL KaL f) yfj acbLor naoa
f]Qf)pwxaL. xalc ExLvdaLV ouv dx£ daTioQou
|T£vouang xfjc; ALxoALac; ouxoLioLcog 6 AxeAwoc;
£Ttdy£Lxf]V LAuv.
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10.38.4: One hundred and twenty stades away
from Delphi is Amphissa, the largest and most
renowned city ofLocris. The people hold that
they are Aetolians, being shamed of the name
Ozolians. Support is given to this view by the
fact that, when the Roman emperor drove
the Aetolians from their homes (paaiAEUC 6
TwuaLwv dvaaxdxouc; kc, xov NlkotioAecoc;

quvolklqliov ETToLrjaEV ALxcoAouc;) in order to
found the new city of Nicopolis, the greater
part of the people went away to Amphissa.

AsAcbcov bk ancoTkqto oxaSLoLc; elkoot xe
KaL EKaxov ectxlv A\i(piooa LiEyLoxr] KaL
ovouaaxoxdxn ttoAlc; xcov Aokqwv. EOTioLOuaL
bk duxoug kc xo AlxcoAlkov aLaxuvn xcbv
DCoAcov xou ovouaxoc. KaL br\ KaL exel A6-
yov oxe paaLAEUc; 6 TcouaLcov dvaoxdxouc;
kc, xov NlkotioAewc; ouvolklctlxov ETioLnaEV
ALxwAouc;, aTioxcoQfiaaL xou 5f|uou xo tioAu kc,
xfjv Aucjxaaav.

Since Epiros and Aetolia are not included in Pausa
nias' description of Greece, his remarks on the effect
of the synoecisni in Nikopolis are connected with
descriptions ofsites in Elis (Book 5), in Achaia (Book
7), in Arkadia (Book 8), and in Lokris (Book 10).

It is remarkable that Pausanias describes a process
almost opposite of that described by Strabon. Ac
cording to Strabon the cities of Epirus, themselves,
caused their own decay and Augustus came as a res
cuer. Pausanias reverses the roles: Aetolia was "laid

waste" by the Emperor Augustus and the Aetolians
were driven from their home, so that they could
be incorporated into the new synoecisni of Niko
polis. Augustus caused a decay for Aetolia by de
porting the Aetolians. Strabon speaks mainly about
Epirus, whereas Pausanias focuses more on Aetolia,
each of the authors choosing their own opinion of
the process of synoecisni in connection with the
foundation of Nikopolis. Strabon's treatment of
the foundation of Nikopolis and its relation to his
models of civilization on one side and the archaeo

logical results on the other side have already been
treated in an earlier article.4

4 Isager 2001.
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The present article focuses on Pausanias' short
descriptions of the effects of the foundation of
Nikopolis as a starting-point for a discussion of
Pausanias' use of the concepts denoting depopula
tion and forced migration as well as the results of
this."' A more careful and precise reading and trans
lation of Pausanias is needed, which, hopefully, will
result in a better understanding of his aims. In this
connection we should add that Pausanias' remarks

on Augustus' role in the synoecisni and his remarks
on the fate of Corinth have been taken by several
modern scholars as some of several documenta

tions for anti-Roman feelings expressed more or
less openly in Pausanias' text. The discussion is
on-going/' One question is if Pausanias' comments
more reflect his possible anti-Roman feeling than
the reality that he is expected to describe. In recent
years the results of the archaeological investigations,
especially landscape surveys in the area described by
Pausanias, have given us new possibilities for test
ing the information given by Pausanias and better
foundations for reflections when (or if) we are met
with a conflict between the archaeological results
and the ancient text.7 But this is of no avail if Pausa

nias' text is misunderstood. This seems evident, but

as we shall see, in some places the text of Pausanias
is affected by mistranslations, which may have con
tributed to ascribing Pausanias attitudes, which are
not expressed by the Greek text.

After an interpretation of Pausanias' remarks on
Nikopolis, Corinth will be taken into considera
tion in the connection with the discussion of mod

ern translations of the Greek word "anastatos", and

in the article on Kalydon and Pausanias following
immediately after in this volume, Soren Dietz con
fronts my conclusions, based on the text of Pausa
nias, with recent results of the archaeological in
vestigations of the site of ancient Kalydon made by
Danish and Greek archaeologists.8

The effects of the foundation of

Nikopolis according to Pausanias
In the four texts of Pausanias quoted above the effects
of the foundation of Nikopolis are described with
concepts denoting abandonment and desolation.

Text 1 relates how the Roman emperor (Au
gustus) let bring the inhabitants of Ambrakia and
Anaktorion to the new city of Nikopolis. This in
formation is given in a context enumerating cit
ies left abandoned/uninhabited (sonuol) and con
sequences of this. The verb (ETinydyExo), used to
indicate the transfer of the inhabitants of Ambracia

and Anaktorion, only states that they were brought
to Nikopolis. Pausanias tells us in a general state
ment that the inhabitants were transferred to the

new city. No details are given.9
As to the other cities, mentioned in text 1, we

are informed that the inhabitants of Mycenae and
Tiryns and the inhabitants of Potidaea are made
dvdaxaxoL. In the case of Mycenae and Tiryns the
adjective dvdoxaTOC, is rendered in the following
way in the Loeb translation: "Mycenae and Tiryns
were destroyed by the Argives." But when it conies
to the Potidaeans, the same adjective is translated
into "suffered removal". Later in the text we are

informed that Cassander restored (KaxfjyayE) the
Potidaeans to their homes. The use of the adjec
tive dvdoTaTOC, derived from the verb dvLoxnuL,

indicates that the inhabitants were "made to stand

up and emigrate". It means that in the case of the
Myceneans and Tirynthians the translation does
not follow the Greek text. Instead we are told that

Mycenae and Tiryns were destroyed.10 Why this
difference? We will come back to this.

5 For a general discussion of these topics and depopulation
and wasteland as a topos of decline see e.g. Gallo 1980; Al-
cock 1993, passim in the chapters on The Rural Landscape
and The Provincial Landscape; Strauch 1996, passim; Pritchett
II 1998-9, 195-222; Isager 2001.
6See e.g. Habicht 1985, 118-41; Arafat 1996, 202-15; Akujarvi
2005, 265-306; Bowie 1996; Swain 1996, 330-56; Hutton 2005,

41-53; Pretzler2007, 28-31. See also thisarticle pp. 210-3.
7 See e.g. Alcock 1993; Strauch 1996.
8 See S. Dietz, "Kalydon and Pausanias" in this volume.
9Another literary source and archaeological investigations can
supply us with the information that people kept on living in
both places. Ambrakia was reduced to a dependency of Niko
polis and Anaktorion was given the status as a port of trade
(emporion) for Nikopolis (Strab. 10.2.2 [C 450J). For their
status as satellite-villages see Strauch 1996, 156-8, 196, 205-8,
244-6,251.

'" In 8.33.2 Mycenae is mentioned as left abandoned and ut
terly destroyed (MuKhvairjoriuawTai navajAeOooi). In 8.33.3
we hear that of Tiryns remains nothing but the wall.
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In text 2 we are told that Kalydon and the rest
of Aetolia "has been laid waste" by the Emperor
Augustus in connection with the synoecisni in
Nikopolis. Here the concept of eremia (£QnuIa) is
added, denoting the result ofabandonment: desola
tion. The noun eQnuia is never used in Pausanias,
but the verb eonLioo) is found in a total of 20 oc

currences. The adjective eonuoc; is found 35 times
in the text. The translation "laid waste" will be dis

cussed later.

Text 3 gives us a sequence of the concepts already
presented: The Aetolian people were "driven from
their homes" (yeyovaoi bk auxoi xe dvdaxaxoL)
"and all their land has been laid waste" (KaL fj yf\
acpLOL naoa f]of|uwxaL). The result is that "Ae
tolia remains untilled" (dcmoQou uevoucrnc; xfjc;
AixoAiac;). The process presented here is that: 1)
people are forced to leave their homes, 2) the result
of this abandonment is desolation and wasteland.

Text 4 states that Amphissa is the largest and most
renowned city ofLokris, and later in the same chap
ter it is characterized as beautifully adorned. We are
told that the inhabitants reckon themselves as Ae

tolians and Pausanias repeats the information that
the Aetolians were driven from their homes, that

the Roman Emperor made them dvaaxdxouc; in
order to transfer them to Nikopolis." As in text 1
no name is given to the Emperor. We are further in
formed that most of the Aetolians preferred to move
to Amphissa. The text seems not to indicate the
possibility of their remaining in their former homes.

We are told about a greater and a lesser part, and
since we have no further indication of numbers, we

are left without any idea of the exact distribution of
Aetolians to the two cities.

In book 10 (10.38.9) Pausanias informs us that the
cities in the area (Myonia, Oiantheia and Naupa-
ktos) with the exception of Amphissa are under the
government of Achaeans of Patrae, who received
the privilege from the Emperor Augustus.12

What we can deduce from the four texts quoted
above is that Pausanias describes the events connect

ed with the synoecisni of Nikopolis in following
way. The inhabitants of the Greek cities involved
were forced to leave their homes, they were made
dvdaxaxoL. In the case of Kalydon part of them
were able to or allowed to migrate to Amphissa.13
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A result of the migration away from Aetolia was
that the land was left without its former inhabitants

("laid waste") and the soil remained untilled. That
is, in text 2 we must assume that the information

given here is this that Augustus only indirectly laid
waste Kalydon and the rest of Aetolia. It happened
as a result of a forced migration instigated by the
Emperor.

It is interesting to compare these deductions
with the description of the foundation of Niko
polis found in Dio Cassius (51.1.3): "... he (Caesar
Augustus) founded a city on the site of his camp by
gathering together some of the neighbouring peo
ples and disposing others, and he named it Nicopo
lis." (Transl. Foster, Loeb) —...xouc; uev ovvayEiqac,
xovc, b' dvaoTiqoac, xcov TiAnaLOXCdQarv, ovvcokioe,
NlkotioAlv ovoua duxrj bovc,.

Dio simply states that Augustus gathered togeth
er some and removed others from their home. The

verb dvLaxnuL is used here in connection with the

last mentioned group denoting that they were driv
en from their home. One is tempted to conclude
with a view to the description of the same event in
Pausanias that the "gathering together" refers to in
habitants of cities like Epirotan Ambrakia and Ach-
arnanian Anaktorion that were situated rather close

to Nikopolis, while the group that had to accept
"forced migration" were the Aetolians. The trans
fer to Nikopolis from cities close by would cause
little change in maintaining agriculture in these ar
eas. But forced migration was necessary, when peo
ple were going to be removed far away from their
farmland with the result that the cultivation would

stop and the land laid waste, and this is exactly the

11 We do not hear about Aetolians who moved or were be

ing moved to Patrae. See Strauch 1996, 199—201. As to the
territory of Kalydon, Strauch states that without any doubt it
was taken over by Patrae and as the cult of Artemis Laphria
is known to have existed in Nikopolis as well, it is assumed
that the inhabitants of Kalydon were moved to Nikopolis:
"Bewohner, Geschichte, Kulte und Traditionen von Aetolien

"erbte"zwar Nikopolis, das Landjedoch ging an die Kolonis-
ten in Patras."As to Amphissa see note 13.
12 Se Arafat 1996, 135.

13 Se Strauch 1996, 198, 245—6. "...tatsachlich migrierten die
Ost-Aitolier und Lokrer, die sich nicht an der Griindung von
Nikopolis beteiligen mussten, freiwillig in den (nach Patras)
dritten Zentralort der Region" (245).
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situation of the Aetolians as described by Pausanias.
As stated above, Strabon focuses on the more posi
tive effects for Ambrakia and Anaktorion.

The translation of the word

"anastatos" in Pausanias

Pausanias makes use of the adjective dvdoTaxoc, 37
times (26 of them in the plural form, found only
in nominative or accusative) and it is often used
in a context very similar to that described above.
The substantive dvdoxaoic, is only found once in
Pausanias in connection with the use shortly be
fore of the adjective (9.15.3). The index verborum to
Pausanias made by Pirenne-Delforge & Purnelle14
gives an easy access to the various grammatical
forms of the word, and in most of its occurrences

dvdaxaxoc is used as a predicate that takes cities or
the inhabitants of cities, the citizens, as its subject.
In a single case an area (xcooa) between Epidauros
and Asine is declared dvdoraToc,, which is men

tioned because it creates problems when defining
the borders (2.28.2). All the other occurrences of
the word seem to describe the same phenomenon:
when the town is the subject (or object), the mean
ing would be that it has been emptied for its inhab
itants; when the inhabitants are the subject (or ob
ject) implied, the adjective denotes that they have
been driven from their homes. In one case the city
mentioned was only deprived of the men of mili
tary age (3.2.2 ...Kuvouoeac; xouc; ev rjALKla AaK£-
oaiuovioi TioLOUCTLV dvaoxdrovc,.) and in another
case a city (Amyklai) ended up as a village (3.19.6:
AuuicAai bk dvdoiaTOC, vnb Awqlecov Y£VOU£vr)
KaidTt' £K£lvou Kcoun Siauivouca...).13

But when it comes to the modern transla

tions of the word, for example those found in the
Loeb-edition, the translators treat the meaning of
dvdaxaxoc; in mainly two rather different ways.
When the text speaks about inhabitants of a city
the word is normally translated with a wording like
this: "they were driven away from their homes" or
someone "drove them away" as seen in the transla
tions quoted above.16 Varieties like "expelled, dis
possessed" are found.17 A single case of the transla
tion "depopulated" is seen in 2.29.5. "(Philip) made

their country desolate" is found in 7.10.6 where a
more literal translation would be: "Philip drove the
Sapaeans from their homes." That is, when speak
ing about the inhabitants of a city the translators
seem to render into English the general meaning of
the Greek dvdaxaxoc;.

But when the same adjective is used in connec
tion with cities, the Loeb translators generally18
choose another wording in their translation. In 7.3.5
we hear that Lebedos was "razed to the ground". In
several cases the translation "laid waste" is found.19

In other cases the translator chooses "destroy" or
"destroyed".20

In two cases even the translation "utterly de
stroyed" is used where there is no indication in
the text to support this extra stress: In 5.6.4 we are
told that "the Eleans utterly destroyed it (the local
ity of Scillus)", where the Greek text simply states
that the Eleans made the Scilluntians dvaaxdxouc;,

that is, drove them from their home. In the other

text (7.7.9) the Greek text tells us that the cities of

Hestiaea and Antikyra were made dvaaxdxouc; by
Otilius; in the translation we find that "he utterly
destroyed" the cities.

As already said, in 5.23.3 we find that "Mycenae
and Tiryns were destroyed by the Argives", but lat
er in the same period the Potidaians "twice suffered
removal from their city". In both cases the Greek
text gives us the inhabitants as the grammatical sub-

14 Pirenne-Delforge & Purnelle 1997.
15 The Loeb-translations: 3.2.2: "...the Lacedaemonians re

moved all the Cynurians of military age"; 3.19.6: "Amyclai
was laid waste by the Dorians, and since that time has re
mained a village".
16 1.35.2 (the Salaminians); 4.34.9 (the city of the Dryopians in
Messenia); 5.10.5 (the Dorian Corinthians); 8.24.11 (the Ae
tolians); 9.1.3 (the Plataeans); 9.7.1 (the Thebans); 9.15.3 (the
Thebans); 10.36.6 (the Anticyraeans); 10.38.4 (the Aetolians).
17 "expelled": 3.22.6; 9.37.8; "dispossessed": 1.4.1; 4.3.6. Or
"bodily removed": 8.27.10; "drove out": 1.35.2; "dispersed"
(the Messenians): 4.20.1.
Ix In 3.24.1 the town of Zarax is mentioned as "depopulated
by Cleonymus".
19 2.1.2; 2.3.7 (Corinth), 3.19.6 (Amyklai), 7.26.13 (Donous-
sa), 9.19.4 (Mykalessos), 2.9.2 (Megalopolis).
211 1.12.5 (the Hellenic cities on Sicily); 2.29.5 (Mycenae and
Tiryns); 6.3.12 (cities in Southern Italy): 6.22.4 (the Piseans
(in the Loeb translation: "It was the fate of Pisa... to be de
stroyed by the Eleans.")); 6.22.5 (Pylos); 9.23.5 (Thebes).
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jects in the sentence (the Myceneans and Tirynthi-
ans, and the Potidaians). The translation has kept
the wording "Potidaians", but in the case of the two
other cities, instead offollowing the wording of the
Greek text by naming the inhabitants, the transla
tor chooses the city-name when translating, stating
here that these two cities "were destroyed". Further
examples of this kind of translation of dvdaxaxog
are found in 6.3.12, where we are informed about

king Pyrrhus' wars in Italy and are told that several
cities "were destroyed".21 In connection with the
same wars we are told 1.12.5 that the Carthagen-
ians had crossed the sea and "were destroying" all
the Greek cities in Sicily except Syracuse. In con
nection with Kimon (1.17.6) we are told that he
"ravaged" Skyros.

The same pattern is found in Frazer's translation
of Pausanias, in the Bude editions and the Italian

Mondadori-edition.22 The same tendency for us
ing "zerstort" is found in the German translation
by E. Meyer.23 Despite the fact that the Greek text
indicates the same process by using the same ad
jective, the translators evidently prefer to discern
between cities (which "are destroyed") and inhabit
ants of cities (which "are driven out"). In case the
translators, in their translation, prefer to replace the
Greek word for the inhabitants, used by Pausanias,
with the name of the city, almost automatically the
wording "destroyed" will be used.

As there is no indication in the text of Pausa

nias that calls for any change in the meaning of the
Greek word, the change of words and thereby the
meaning in the translation is made by decision of
the translator.

As to Pausanias' use of the dvdozaxoc, it seems,

in most of the cases, to denote an expectation of
a resettling sooner or later and this expectation is
often fulfilled by the author with a remark about
the return to the city of their former inhabitants
or their descendants (e.g. the Aeginetans (2.29.1),
Pylos (6.22.5), the Potidaeans (5.23.3), the The
bans who are mentioned several times, and the An-

tikyraeans (10.36.6)). Sometimes a resettlement by
others is mentioned,24 or a resettlement elsewhere,

like that of the Aetolians in Amphissa or in Niko
polis. Lysimachos' transfer of the people of Lebedos
to Ephesus is another example (7.3.5).
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Pausanias and Corinth

In Book 2 Pausanias mentions the fate of Corinth

in 146 bc in the so called Achaean War, provoked
by the league of Achaean cities, and its refounda
tion in 44 bc as a Roman colony. The description
of the fall of Corinth seems to follow the pattern
related above. In 2.1.2 we are informed that Cor

inth is no longer inhabited by any of the ancient
Corinthians, but by colonists sent by the Romans.
We are told that this change was due to the Achae
an League, which was to blame for the war: When
the victory was declared the Romans disarmed the
population of the other Greek cities and dismantled
the walls of the fortified towns. But Corinth was

made dvdaxaxog by Mummius and later refounded
by Caesar (KoqlvOov bk dvdaxaxov Mo^uiou ttoi-
f)aavxog xou xoxe fjyouuevou xdrv../Pcou.aicov). It is
translated in the Loeb edition in this way: "Corinth
was laid waste by Mummius...").

The following paragraph (2.2.2) concerns the
Isthmian games. They were not interrupted, even
when the Corinthians were driven away by Mum
mius (dvaaxdvxcov utto Mouuiou KootvOixov,

translated in the following way in the Loeb edi
tion: "when Corinth had been laid waste by Mum
mius"). During the period in which the city was
left in desolation (f]of]uioxo) the games were per
formed by the Sicyonians. When Corinth was re
settled, the honour of celebrating the games was
given back to this city.2s The wording and the pat
tern is depopulation> desolation> resettlement.

In 2.3.7 Pausanias tells us again that 'when Cor
inth was made dvaoxaxoc, by Mummius (ren
dered by "laid waste" in the Loeb edition) and the
original inhabitants were extinct (dnoAouivoi),
the new settlers broke the custom of sacrificing to
the sons of Medea. In 5.10.5 Pausanias describes

21 And —with a more correct translation — that Kaulonia was

"utterly laid waste" (eganav eonua)9f]VttL).
22 E.g. in 2.1.2; 2.3.7; 5.6.4; 5.23.3; 7.3.5; 7.7.9. For the ex
amples from Book 2, see also note 26.
23 Meyer 1967 (and later editions).
24 E.g. 3.22.6 (Geronthrai); 5.6.4 (Scillus).
25 2.2.2: 6 5e IaGuiKog dycov ou&e dvaaxdvxajv utto Mouulou
KoQivOiojv £c;£Ai7T£v, dAA'ooov utv xpovov f)Qr]uu)TO r] TibAig...
oiiaaBEicrng5e a(30ig £g toug vvv oiKf]Tooag 7i£Qif]A0£v r\ Tiur).
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the Temple of Zeus in Olympia and mentions the
21 gilded shields that were dedicated there after
Mummius "had conquered the Achaeans, captured
Corinth and driven out the Dorian Corinthians"

as given by the Loeb translation ( ...Mouulou... K6-
qlvOov xe Movxoc; KaL KoQiv0iouc;...7Totf)aavxoc;
dvaaxdxouc;).

In the descriptions of the events in Corinth, as
quoted above, the wording of the Greek text and
the pattern are close to that seen in the descriptions
of the above mentioned cities: Depopulation caus
ing desolation, followed, eventually, by a resettle
ment. Only the translation introduces the element
of destruction when rendering dvdoxaTOC, with
"laid waste" whether the subject is the city (2.1.2
and 2.3.7) or the citizens (2.2.2). The same devia
tions from the Greek text are found in French and

Italian translations.26 There is not any explicit no
tion of destruction in Pausanias'wording. In 5.10.5
the Loeb translator seems to respect this when
translating avdoraxoc, with "driven out".

But Pausanias gives us another more dramatic
account of the sack of Corinth. This is found, not

in connection with the chapters on Corinth in
Book 2, but in Book 7, where Pausanias dedi

cates a chapter to the history and the —often self
inflicted - wars of the Achaeans and the Achaean

League. Here Pausanias (7.16.5—9) relates how, af
ter the battle in 146 bc, the fugitives from the bat
tlefield who had escaped to Corinth, fled from the
town together with most of its population. The
gates were left open, but Mummius, fearing an
ambush, only on the third day decided to enter
the city. He captured the city and set it on fire.
Most of the people still found there were mas
sacred by the Romans and the women and the
children were sold by Mummius as slaves. He then
carried off the most admired monuments and art

pieces. Then we are told that he dismantled the
city-walls of all the cities that had fought against
the Romans and disarmed the inhabitants as al

ready stated in 2.1.2. In the next chapter Pausanias
laments the weakness of Greece at that time and

its changing fate through times. When the Ach
aean League rose like a fresh shoot, the roguery
and cowardice of its generals blighted the growing
plant (7.17.2).

Returning to the problem of the translator's
choice of a denotation of destruction when trans

lating dvdaxaxoc;, one has to conclude, that there is
not any internal evidence in Pausanias' text that al
lows for the different translations of the same word,

as quoted above. Nevertheless, there seems to be
full agreement on this point between the transla
tors. Is it so that the choice of word in the transla

tion could build on the translators' common histor

ical knowledge or opinion of the fate of certain of
the cities described rather that on any connotation
of destruction found in the Greek text? It may well
be part of an answer to the problem, but as we shall
see, there is a further explanation.

When one turns to translations of occurrenc

es of dvdaxaxog in other authors the same pat
tern emerges, as has been noticed by Hansen and
Nielsen in connection with texts related to the cit

ies from the period covered by their inventory of
archaic and classical poleis.27 Following J. E. Powell,
A Lexicon to Herodotus, Cambridge 19382H they
conclude that dvdaxaxov yeveaOai never has "to
be ruined" or "to be destroyed" as principal mean
ing, which, instead, should be "to be expelled",
when the subject is a people and "to be depopulat
ed" when the subject is a city or a region. When a
ttoAlc; is mentioned as dvaoraxoc,, the word noAic,

is used in the personal rather than the urban sense
of the word. With reference to the basic meaning
of the verb dviaxdvaL "make to stand up", "raise
up" they conclude that the adjective dvaoxaxoc,
scarcely would have carried the meaning "ruined",
"destroyed", especially since the meaning "forced
to migrate" or "depopulated" seems to fit all occur
rences. The translation "ruined" is misleading and

26 Pierart 1998, 154—5 uses systematically detruire/destruction.
when translating dvicrxr|ui and dvdcrxaxog in Pausanias 2.2.2;
2.1.2 and 2.3.7 concerning Corinth. In the Italian Mon-
dadori edition of Pausanias (Musti and Torelli 1986) Libro
II, dvdcrxaxog is translated with "rasa al suolo da Mummio"

in 2.1.2 and "distrutta Corintho dai Romani" in 2.3.7 and

dviaxnui is rendered with "Corintho fu distrutta da Mummio"

in 2.2.2. Cf. note 22.
27 Hansen & Nielsen 2004, 121: Appendix. The Meaning of
dvdcrxaxov yevEcrOai.

28 Powell 1938, 24 s.v. dvaaxaxog gives the following transla
tions: 1. of a city, depopulate. 2. of a people, make homeless.
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"laid waste" is better replaced by "depopulated".
That means if we do not get other information in
the text we cannot deduce for sure that the town

mentioned as dvaaxaxog was physically destroyed.
The conclusions drawn by Hansen and Nielsen
thus confirm and support the results of this analysis
of Pausanias.

As to the question why the translators have al
lowed themselves to consider and to choose the

concept of destroying or laying waste, the answer
seems straightforward. When one consults the en
trance for the word and suggestions for the different
meanings given in the LSJ Greek-English Lexicon, it
states quite simply: 1) "made to rise up and depart,
driven from one's house and home" giving several
references to Herodotus and one to Isocrates and to

Sophocles; 2) "ofcities, "ruined, laid waste"" giving
again several references to Herodotus and one to
Andocides.

So, it may seem reasonable to blame the LSJfor
the translators' distinction between inhabitants and

cities when translating the word dvdaxaxoc. It is
interesting to notice that the same lexicon does
not give the distinction in connection with the
entrance for dviaxnut. Only the notion of forced
emigration is found here (A.III.2 "make (people)
emigrate, transplant"; B.II.2 "to be compelled to
migrate"). No references to Pausanias are found in
the LSJin connection with the concepts under in
vestigation here.

Thus, it would be a rather risky affair to use
translations of Pausanias on this point or, when
reading the Greek text, to trust the suggestions
for meanings and translations given by the LSJs.v.
dvdoxaxoc. Pape's Griechisch-Deutsches Wor-
terbuch gives the same interpretation: "entvolk-
ert, zerstort, verwtistet" with focus on "zerstort",

and the Dictionaire grec-francais by Magnien/Lac-
roix follows the same lines with "detruit", "ru-

ine".29 These basic lexica seem to agree on this
interpretation and a common source may well be
the TGL (Stephanus), which gives as translations:
eversus,("expelled", "overthrown", "sacked"), vas-
tatus ("destroyed", "laid waste") and sedibus pulsus
("driven from home"). They have clearly left their
imprints on the translations into various languag
es. When choosing between the different mean
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ings the translators have followed the rule given
by the dictionary: In the case of cities: "ruined,
laid waste". And one is tempted to believe that the
choice of word in the translation at the same time

would be influenced by the translators' historical
knowledge or opinion of the fate of certain of the
cities as seen for example in the cases of Mycenae,
Tiryns and Corinth.

It is, therefore, quite evident that one can easily
be led to a wrong interpretation of the text, for
example when an element of destruction or total
destruction is inferred without any foundation in
the wording of the text, and (the translation of) the
text, then, is evoked as evidence for the author's

resentments or biases for example when creating
enemy images. In a wider context in connection
with historical or archaeological investigations,
misleading suggestions for translations would have
far-reaching consequences, when Pausanias is used
as evidence of destruction of cities, or for dating
(total) destructions.

As already said, a correct translation would be the
one suggested for the verb dviaxnui, which does
not, explicitly, indicate any element of violent de
struction. With his choice of the word dvdaxaxoc;

in connection with cities Pausanias wants us to un

derstand a process of whole or partial depopulation
and its consequences, in most cases with a longer
prospect of possible resettling.

In connection with her discussion of alienation

and destruction as a result of imperial activity Susan
Alcock mentions the descriptions of the destruc
tion and the refoundation ofCorinth in the follow

ing way:30

Rhetorical exaggeration may well color de
scriptions of this destruction, perhaps in or
der to match the violence of the annihilation

of Carthage in the same year. Archaeological
evidence actually suggests some degree of set
tlement at the site during the subsequent hun
dred or more years. This "interregnum" was
brought to a close by the foundation of Colo-

Pape 1824; Magnien & Lacroix 1969.
Alcock 1993, 133.
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nia LausJulia Corinthiensis, established by Cae
sar shortly before his assassination in 44 bc.31

Here Alcock attributes rhetorical exaggeration to
Pausanias among other ancient authors. I should
rather prefer as a result of my investigation to
blame modern editors of translations and diction

aries. They may well assume their responsibility
for contributing to the exaggerations stated by Al
cock, when it comes to cases where the exaggera
tions seem to have no foundation in the Greek

text of Pausanias.

In his investigation of Augustus' urban planning
for Western Greece, Strauch lists32 all the attractions

of the new and modern city of Nikopolis and the
new possibilities for the political elite transferred
from their former cities to Nikopolis, and he dis
cusses the fate and status of the people left back in
the former cities now reduced to villages.

Strauch also criticizes Pausanias for not fully un
derstanding the good intentions behind Augustus'
"Umsiedlungsprogram" for Aetolia and the fate of
the Aetolians and the Aetolian landscape:

Wenn Pausanias Aitoloakarnania als ode

und verlassen beschreibt, kennzeichnet er

lediglich den Endpunkt einer lange Entwick-
lung: den Untergang des urbanen Lebens. Ein
Verlassen der Landschaft hat es naturlich nie

gegeben...33

This brings us to a short investigation of Pausanias'
use of another Greek concept of abandon and des
olation.

vEQr||aog and £Qr)Lioco in
Pausanias

When discussing the meaning ofdvdaxaxoc; above,
we connected it with the concept of the empty and
the wasted (£Qr]|joc; and equ uoco) in a context of
depopulation leading to desolation. An example
was Pausanias 5.23.3 where he lists the Greek cit

ies who took part in the battle of Plataea. We are
informed that some of them are now £Qnuot, that
is, left in desolation. As said above, five cities were

listed here: Mycenae and Tiryns were depopulated

and remained in desolation, the Ambracians and

the Anactorians were brought to Nikopolis, and
the Potidaeans were resettled later.

In the connection with the synoecisni of Meg
alopolis mentioned in 8.27 we are informed that
many citizens were persuaded to leave their town
and congregate in the new city, others, being forced
because they were unwilling to move, left for else
where. Of the abandoned cities is said (8.27.7)
that now some are altogether deserted (eg anav...
Eonuoi) while other are now villages (\cco\j.ai). The
cities are listed with their names, and archaeo

logical evidence has now shown that the pattern
is much more complicated and some of the cities
mentioned as abandoned continued as city-centres
striking their own coins, etc.34

As stated above, the adjective eonuoc; is found
35 times35 in Pausanias of which 24 concern cit

ies or land.36 Some cities are mentioned as having
been founded for the first time in an uninhabited

area,37 others as now lying wholly abandoned (kc,

31 For the "Interlude 146-44 bc" see also Wiseman 1979,
491-6: "The destruction of Corinth was far less extensive

than scholars have preferred to believe" (494).
32 Strauch 1996, 249-52.

33 Strauch 1996, 245-6. On page 179 he states how recent
archaeological investigations in the "chora" of Nikopolis con
tradicts "die Menschenleere, von den Strabo und Pausanias

berichten". In his discussion of the synoecism of Megalopolis
Pritchett II, 1998-9 in his chapter on "Ruins in Pausanias"
page 206, note 11 expresses the process in this way: "The
tendency towards the concentration of the population into
fewer cities is most prominently marked by Augustus' activi
ties in the founding of Nikopolis and the refounding of Patrai,
and the transfer to these cities of parts of the population of
Akarnania, Aitolia, and Achaia. Many Aitolians were removed
to Amphissa. It was not so much a matter of destroying cities
as reviving the country. Akarnania illustrates the same trend.
Urban life was concentrated in fewer cities. Cf. Isager2001.
34 For the topos of "abandonment and desolation" and the
reality of the habitation pattern in Arcadia, see. e.g. Di Napoli
2005, 518: "It is beyond doubt, then, that this situation did
not necessarily imply total depopulation, disastrous decline
and abandon."

5 Cf the index verborum by Pirenne-Delforge & Purnelle
1997, 413.

6 The 11 not taken into consideration here concern real

deserts or desert islands: 1.1.1; 1.7.2; 1.23.5; 1.35.5; 2.21.6;
4.20.4; 4.34.12; 8.14.12; 8.22.4; 8.22.6; 10.15.7.

37 4.1.1 (Messene); 4.23.7 (Zankle); 7.4.8 (Chios).
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driav...)38 others only partially.39 Other cities are
abandoned only by the men (of military age oi ev
eAiKia).40 Most of the examples mentioned (10)
are about cities now left in abandon.41 What be

comes clear from the examples found is that a city
can be abandoned in various degrees, partially or
wholly or just abandoned. And nothing seems to
indicate what the designation abandoned (eonuoc;)
without further indication in the text really impli
cates, for example when compared to the designa
tion "wholly abandoned". When the text declares
a city abandoned, it does not allow us to conclude
to which degree it is abandoned.

The verb Egnuocois used 20 times in the text, not
unexpectedly in the same context as the adjective.
We hear of former cities now laid waste. Examples
are: Kalydon (7.18.8) and Kolophon (7.3.4) where
the inhabitants became part of a plan for synoe
cisni. The Kolophonians were moved to Ephesos.
The verb is also used in connection with the land

of the Anatolians, already mentioned (8.24.11).
Lyrkea lay deserted already before the Greek ex
pedition to Troy (2.25.5) and Delos after the sack
of Mithridates VI, king of Pontos (3.23.5). Ilfyrians
desolated the town of the Mothonians, carrying
off a number of men and still more of the women

(4.35.7). This must be considered a partial desola
tion. Total desolation is mentioned (6.3.12) in con
nection with Kaulonia in Italy, "whose fate it was
to be utterly laid waste" (Loeb transl.) ... kc, dnav
£Qnua)0f)vaL... and a worse fate befell Mycenae and
Niniveh, which were "utterly ruined and desolate
.. .r]Qf]uct)VTai TiavcoAeOoot" (8.33.2).42

In the reversed context, where cities left in aban

don were resettled, we find the verb used in the

following examples and again with inconsistent
translation practice: Leontini (6.17.8, "laid waste"
(Loeb transl.)), Thebes (4.27.10, tonuoxravTOc;
AAeEdvSoou xrjv tcoAlv... "When Alexander de
stroyed the city" (Loeb transl.)), again Thebes in
7, 6, 9, kc, xoaouTo f]Qj]utooev AA££,av6ooc; xfjv no-
Aiv... here translated "Thebes had been brought so
low by Alexander that..." (Loeb transl.), Thebaid
territory (1.25.4), occupied by the Boeotians "now
that there were no Thebans left to dwell here"

(Loeb transl.), and Corinth laying deserted (2.2.2
quoted above).43
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As above it is difficult to state to which degree
the cities mentioned were desolated before they
were resettled. In the case of the two references

to the same event (Thebes) the Loeb translation
renders two different translations of the verb. The

translators seem to make their choice according to
their own impressions of the course of the events.

By mischance of Roman rule?

A much discussed passage in Book 8 on Arcadia
has been related to our two cases: the synoecisni
of Nikopolis and to the refoundation of Corinth.
When describing the synoecisni of Megalopolis
around 360 bc, mentioned above, Pausanias gives
the following statement (8.27.1):

Megalopolis is the youngest city, not of Arca
dia only, but of Greece, with the exception of
those whose inhabitants have been removed

by accident of the Roman domination. The
Arcadians united into it to gain strength...
(Transl. WH.S.Jones, Loeb ed.)

'H bk MeydAn rcoAic; veandTn xroAecOv eotiv
ou xd)v AoKabiKtov uovov dAAa i<ai tcov ev

38 5.23.6 (Greater Hyblaea; Hyblaea Gereatis was reduced to
a village (Kcoun); 8.27.7 (unspecified cities in Arcadia); 8.29.5
(Thoknia). In 10.11.3 we are informed that the Cnidians set

tled on the Aeolian islands, finding some of them desert and
driving away the inhabitants from others (dvaaTr]aavT£C...Touc
EVOiKoOvxac;...).

39 8.25.3 (Thelpousa), 8.27.7 (cities reduced to villages around
Megalopolis); 9.7.6 (Theben, the lower part is abandoned).
4,1 1.27.6 (Athens); 2.7.1 (Sikyon); 2.20.8 (Argos).
41 2.36.1 (Halike); 2.38.2 (Nauplia); 4.2.3 (Eurytion); 4.3.2
(Trikka); 5.23.3 (Mycenae and Tiryns); 7.27.8 (Poseidonion);
8.15.9 (Aigae); 8.26.8 (Melaineae); 8.33.2 (Delos); 8.35.7
(Zoitia and Paroria).

42 The translated quotations are taken from the Loeb edition.
1.20.7 gives an example ofAthenians, during the siege of Sulla,
asking Pythia if time had come for Athens to be made desolate.
43 The last 6 examples of the use of the verb mention: Lysi-
machos having lost his friends (1.10.3), the house of Aphareus
being bereft of all male descendants (4.3.1), battle positions
left being without troops (4.17.7), the women of Elis being
deprived of men under arms (5.3.1), the house of Amphion
being left desolate by plague (9.5.9), and the sanctuary ofAlal-
comenai being deprived of their goddess (9.33.4).
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"EAAnaL, 7iAf]v oacov Kaxd auucbopdv dpxf)c;
xf|g TwuaLCov u£Ta(3£(3f)Kaaiv oiKiiTOQEg.
Zuvf|A0ov bk vnkq iaxuoc; kc, auxfpv oi
ApKabgc;...

Simon Swain deals with the passage in connection
with what he characterizes as Pausanias' attacks on

Rome and concludes that he "fmd(s) it hard to be
lieve that Pausanias is not antipathetic to Roman
rule in Greece, though we certainly cannot speak
of general hostility."44 Swain takes this passage as
evidence for Pausanias' anti-Roman attitude and

gives the following translation:

Megalopolis is the youngest not only ofthe cit
ies in Arcadia but of [all] those in Greece, with
the exception of those whose inhabitants have
been immigrants by mischance of Roman rule.

To Swain these new foundations are Corinth and

Nikopolis. He refers to Pausanias 5.1.2 for the re
mark that "modern Corinthians are the youngest
of the Peloponnesians", and he adds that Nikopolis
clearly is younger still. And he proceeds:

That the new foundations under Rome were

"by mischance of Roman rule" is explained
by the hostility Pausanias bears towards Rome
for the destruction of old Corinth and the

importation of a non-Dorian population, and
for the brutal synoecisni by which (in his ac
count) Augustus formed Nikopolis.43

Swain does not accept the other reading ofthe text,
proposed by Clavier and taken up by Palm, where
an kni is inserted before dpxr]c; xf\c Tcouaitov.46
This reading is followed by Rocha-Pereira47 in the
Teubner-edition and by the Bude editions and it
can be seen as a solution of the problematic use
of the genitive dpxn^ as an agent (Subjective Geni
tive) for auucbopdv.48 The emendation changes
the meaning to "by mischance during (the) Ro
man rule". The responsibility for the "mischance"
is taken away from the Romans and the passage
cannot be used as evidence for "destruction" and

"brutal synoecisni". The question is, then, if Paus
anias wants us to think of Corinth and Nikopolis
when he refers to cities that the inhabitants were

forced to leave because of an accident or a mis

chance, about which he gives no further indica
tion.

Pausanias' passage on Megalopolis keeps on play
ing a key-role in the discussion of the author's at
titude to Roman rule in Greece and, as said above,

no consensus has been reached. The tendency is to
accept a more "neutral" reading as seen in Bowie
1996 and Hutton 2005 and 2008.

Bowie49 follows the opinion of Habicht when
stating that Pausanias as a Greek regrets that Greece
has fallen under Roman rule - not that Macedoni

an rule would have been any better —and that Paus
anias disapproves of Rome's treatment of Greece
in the 2nd century bc, of Mummius' destruction
of Corinth and Sulla's of Athens, and of Augustus'
movement of the population in Aetolia.

As to 8.27.1, Bowie"10 follows Swain in not ac

cepting the textual emendation suggested by Cla
vier and to him Pausanias' text speaks about "the
consequences of the catastrophe of Roman rule".
In the discussion following Bowie's expose in the
Fondation Hardt publication Pausanias Historien
Bingen"1' prefers to translate the text with "par un
effet desastreux de la domination romaine". To

him "le mot auucbopd a un caractere circonstan-
tiel plutot qu'il ne marque une duree". The move
ment of populations was an unfortunate effect of
Roman rule, but it could also have happened in a
context of Greek domination. The text should not

be taken as a general critique of the Romans from
the part of Pausanias, but only as a critical judge
ment from Pausanias as a historian, who does not

refrain from making severe judgements of Greeks

44 Swain 1996, 352-6.

45 Swain 1996,354.

46 Clavier 1814-21, IV, 406-7; Palm, 1959, 74. Habicht 1985

(German edition), 121 follows the reading accepted by Palm
and Clavier and that leads him to the natural conclusion that

with this reading of Pausanias' text the possibility to read any
negative reference to Roman rule is ruled out. The debate is
closed.

47 Rocha-Pereira 1977.

48 Cf.Pierart 1998, 153.

49 Bowie 1996, 216.

511 Bowie 1996, 217.

51 Pausanias Historien 1996, 231—2.
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as well.52 The fact that very few monuments of the
Roman period are mentioned by Pausanias is not
taken by Bingen53 as indication of any anti-Roman
feelings.

Hutton34 in a chapter entitled "Pausanias the
Conformist" takes the same standpoint when warn
ing against the temptation to read any disdain or
approval into Pausanias' silence about Roman and
contemporary affairs. Hutton confines himself to
mention only very briefly 8.27.1 and to suggest a
possible interpretation of the "misfortune" of Ro
man rule.55 He concludes that Pausanias does not

occupy a single position on Rome. He displays, in
fact, a multiplicity of attitudes toward Rome and
they are not completely the same from the begin
ning of the work to the end.36

As to 8.27.1 Pierart sees no problem in insertion
of an eni thereby giving the meaning "at the time
of Roman rule": "a l'exception des villes que les
habitants ont eu le malheur de devoir quitter sous la
domination romaine". Pierart adds that Pausanias,

surely, has the fate of the Corinthians in mind as
well and maybe also the people who had to leave
their homes because of the foundation of Nikopo
lis.57

Another solution is found in Steinhart.58 He states

that Pausanias (2.1.2) blames the Achaean league
for the fall of Corinth and as a consequence of this
Pausanias would hardly use auuxbopd in 8.27.1 in
the meaning of misfortune. Steinhart, therefore,
suggests that the meaning "contribution", given in
the LSJ, would fit nicely in:

Megalopolis ist die jiingste Stadt nicht nur
von denen der Arkader, sondern auch von

denen bei den Griechen, ausser denjenigen,
bei denen die bewohner mit einer Beitrag der
romischen Regierung umgesiedelt wurden.

Steinhart59 refers to Pausanias 5.23.3 on the "Um-

siedlung" of the inhabitants from Ambrakia and
Anaktorion to the new-founded Nikopolis. He
adds Patrae as another example and concludes on
page 150:

An der vieldiskutierte Stelle 8, 27, 1 verweist

Pausanias also auf die Unterstiitzung des ro
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mischen Herrscher fur neu- oder wiederge-
griindete Stadte in Griechenland, die dann in
der Tat die jtingsten Stadte bei den Griechen
waren."

A recent contribution to the discussion of 8.27.1

has been given by Akujarvi60 who warns against
emending the text with the intention of giving a
more "positive" meaning to the only passage in the
Periegesis, that could be interpreted as a clear con
demnation ofRoman rule in Greece. Likewise, she

cannot accept the very rare meaning of "contribu
tion" given to auucbopd by Steinhart, who finds his
parallels only outside the Periegesis in authors like
Polemon and Aretaeus. Pointing to the fact that

12 Cf. Bowie, 1996, 218: "First, of course, it is not only Ro
mans whom he condemns: many Greeks are condemned too.
Second - and in this I agree with Palm - Pausanias' criticises
individual Romans, but never to my knowledge explicitly or
even implicitly criticises either Romans as a whole or aspects
of the Roman character."

53 Pausanias Historien 1996, 233.
54 Hutton 2005, 48.

55 Hutton 2005, 47: "...the question ofhis [Pausanias'] attitude
toward Roman rule has long been a subject of debate. Too
often, however, the proponents on one side or the other have
taken these statements out of context and argued without due
regard for the complexity of the very issue ofwhat it meant to
be "pro-Roman" or "anti-Roman" at this time. Pausanias has
unabashedly positive things to say about the emperors of his
own time, particularly Hadrian, and little overt criticism ofany
emperor, contemporary or prior. At the same time, he does
have harsh words for these Romans who were responsible for
the destruction and despoliation of various cities in Greece,
and at one point, in a passage where the manuscript reading
is in dispute, seems to refer to Roman rule as a "misfortune"
(cruucj^opd) for the Greeks (8.27.1). Rome and Roman rule
is an everyday reality for Pausanias, one that intersects the axes
of his topographical and historical efforts at every level, and
Pausanias has a multiplicity of responses to it that defy simple
characterizations. We will see Pausanias occupying not a single
position on Rome, but numerous positions."
56 Hutton 2005, 322. See now Hutton 2008.

57 Pierart 1998, 153: "La traduction "a l'exception des villes
que les habitants ont eu le malheur de devoir quitter sous la
domination romaine" ne fait pas de difficulte. De quels mal-
heurs s'agit-il? Pausanias en fournit un qui concerne Keryneia
(7, 24, 5)."
sx Steinhart 2002.

59 Steinhart 2002, 150.
60 Akujarvi 2005, 286—91. She gives a full bibliography on
the topic.
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examples of ouucbopd construed with a subjective
genitive are not found in Pausanias' text, she inter
prets the genitive as subjective and proposes as "a
more neutral interpretation" the following transla
tion: "with the exception of those whose inhabit
ants have been changed because of an event affect
ing the Roman government."61 According to her,
the narrator62 refers to Corinth, Patrae, and Nikop
olis and the event referred to would be the transfor

mation of the Roman government from republic
to principate. "Had not the republic changed into
principate, Caesar and Augustus would not have
had the positions of power which enabled them to
initiate the founding of the cities in question."63
To my opinion it may have been difficult for the
Greek or Roman reader to grasp this meaning,
and I think that this is the reason why Akujarvi
cautiously adds that whether one can accept her
interpretation or not, it should be clear that the
passage is uncertain and not a reliable evidence for
any anti-Roman attitudes. Generally, Akujarvi does
not find an anti-Roman tendency in the Periegesis.

My reading of Pausanias' remarks on Corinth and
Nikopolis, presented above, would hardly support
the conclusions reached by Swain. I have difficulty
in reading any real antipathy or hostility, open or
hidden, into Pausanias' descriptions of the fate of
Corinth and the cities connected with the synoe
cisni of Nikopolis. Pausanias relates a well known
sequence of events which were caused by different
factors, and which, in a further perspective, lead to
new possibilities, as was the case for Megalopolis—
and, eventually, for Corinth and Nikopolis. As to
the procedure of removing the inhabitants of a city
after it has been captured, it seems to Pausanias to
be a possible and logic consequence of any warfare
at any time, and to him it seems quite acceptable
that the Romans have used this procedure. I see no
need to change the text of Pausanias by inserting

an £7il and would agree to the view expressed by
Bingen quoted above.64

As to Pausanias' more general attitude to the
Romans65 I would subscribe to the general conclu
sion reached by Anne Jaquemin who in her article
on "Pausanias et les empereurs romains" expresses
what now seems to represent a widely accepted
view of the figure of Pausanias:

I do not think that Pausanias stands in oppo
sition to Rome, and it seems to me difficult

to find him expressing approval of any form
of hostility against the imperial regime and its
way of administrating its provinces.66

61 Akujarvi 2005, 288. A translation close to that given by
Clavier 1814-1821, despite his proposal for an emendation
of the text.

62 Akujarvi prefers the designation "narrator", working from
the assumption that to search for the actual author's views, that
is, Pausanias' views on any matter, is to search for answers the
text cannot give (page 11).
63 Akujarvi 2002, 290.
MSee pp. 211-2.
65 It has recently been said that the supposed Hellenic patriot
ism is a chimaira: Jones 2004, 14, who explains the real "iden
tity" ofpepaideumenoi like Pausanias as something complex and
multilayered, pointing out for example Pausanias' supposed
Lydian origin and that Pausanias never talks of the Greeks as
"us", but always as a third-person entity.
66 Jaquemin 1996, 41: "II ne me semble done pas que Pausa
nias incarne une resistance a Rome; il parait meme difficile
de voir en lui temoin sympathisans de formes d'hostilite au
regime imperial et a la provincialisation." A recent discussion
of Pausanias' "complex attitude" to the Romans is found in
Pretzler 2007, 28-31.
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